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Learner Resource 11 Gendered language: stripped to 
the essentials

Deficit Model (now widely discredited)
Otto Jesperson – ‘hyperbole’ (esp adverbs of intensity), simplistic syntax (and as the key conjunction) and a fluency 
because of restricted vocabulary = women’s language. Men not so apparently fluent because of much wider 
vocabulary. 

Takes male language as the norm.

Dominance Model
Lakoff and ‘Language and Women’s Place’ – patriarchy is to blame for women’s linguistic weakness – tag questions, 
rising intonation on declaratives and hedging – avoidance of swearing (weaker forms) – empty adjectives, special 
vocabulary (e.g. colour terms), exaggerated intonation and use of intensifiers.

Dale Spender and ‘Man-made Language’ – mostly concerned with sexism in language and the idea that women’s 
perceived verbosity is “gauged in comparison with silence…any talk in which a woman engages can be too much.”

Gendered speech behaviour is the result of different social roles and different social status according to gender.

Difference Model
Deborah Tannen said “male-female conversation is cross-cultural communication.” Men and women have different 
goals in conversation, e.g. women seek support and so offer this, whereas men seek status and are therefore more 
aggressive. Women are more likely to offer/seek sympathy, men concrete advice. It was Tannen who coined the term 
‘Genderlect’.

Neither male nor female language is inherently superior or more effective.

Diversity Model
Deborah Cameron ‘The Myth of Mars and Venus’ – no evidence for any of the key claims about genderlect – the 
dangers of confirmation bias. The key issue is one of context, in particular in terms of who has the power and the 
status in an interaction.

TASK: 
Discuss how the following studies might be used to support the different models of gendered language outlined 
above.

Trudgill (1972) Men are more likely to use non-standard forms (covert prestige).

Zimmerman and West (1975) Differences between single sex and mixed sex conversations (the latter have more 
interruptions – mostly by men – and silences (by women)!)

Milroy (1978 in Belfast) Initially found the same as Trudgill regarding non-standard forms – but in areas with high 
male unemployment (Clonard) young women were the key wage earners and they used more non-standard forms 
than the men.

O’Barr and Atkins (1980) Investigating Lakoff they came up with the concept of powerless language – context is the 
key, not gender.

Fishman (1980) Her most famous concept is ‘interactional shitwork’ – women work harder at keeping conversation 
going – this only reinforces men’s power and female powerlessness.

Jones (1980) Investigated women’s oral culture and defined four categories of gossip: house talk/scandal/bitching/
chatting.
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Holmes (1984) Investigated the use of tag questions and the claim that women used them more than men (a feature 
of weak language) by analysing two different kinds of tag: modal (in which the speaker seeks clarification) and affective 
(which are focused on the listener and can either act like hedges as negative politeness strategies, or else be facilitative 
and bring the listener into the conversation). Holmes found that men use more modal tags, women more affective ones; 
overall, usage of tags as a whole is similar across genders.

Woods (1989) Studied conversations between three business colleagues of either mixed or single gender i.e. groups of 
two women and one man; groups of two men and one woman. She expected status would be the key determiner of 
who controlled the floor but found that in mixed groups it was the men, irrespective of their status in the organization – 
women in the mixed sex conversations used supportive interactional strategies, even when they were speaking to those 
of a lower status.

DeFrancisco (1998) Investigated conversations between married couples to see how each speaker contributed to 
keeping the conversation going. Her key findings were that women introduced more topics and did more to keep them 
going, but were ultimately less successful than the men. She also found that men were more likely to either not respond 
or delay their response to the initiation of a new topic. She suggested that men have more power in conversation vis-à-
vis topic control even if they actually have less talk time.
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